Background 21 People with multimorbidity have reduced functional capacity, lower quality of life, and higher 22 mortality rates and use healthcare resources more intensively than healthy people or those with a 23 single chronic condition. The aim of this study was to explore associations between multimorbidity 24 and use of healthcare services and the impact of socioeconomic status on utilization of 25 hospitalizations and bed days.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for gender, age, and educational attainment by 142 the number of chronic conditions. Means for each type of healthcare utilization were 143 calculated. Logistic regression was used to calculate odds ratios (ORs) for healthcare 144 utilization for individuals with multimorbidity versus individuals with none and with one 145 chronic condition. ORs were calculated in both a raw form and adjusted for gender, age, and 146 educational attainment. 147 As cost data was not linked to the present dataset we chose to investigate the effect of 148 socioeconomic status based on the proxies for general healthcare utilization: hospitalizations 149 and bed days. Hospitalizations and bed days were adjusted for emergency visits, out-patient 150 visits GP visits, out-of-hours GP visits, yearly controls in general practice, private specialist 151 visits, number of conditions, age, gender, cohabitation status, education attainment, and 152 employment status. 153 This was accomplished by applying zero-inflated models to both proxies. The models were used to 154 calculate anticipated annual use of hospitalizations and bed days within educational attainment 155 groups, separately for each number of chronic conditions. 156 The decision to use zero-inflated models was prompted by the fact that many individuals do 157 not use bed days or hospitalization [32] . To counter extreme values for some covariates, squared 158 effects of all numerical covariates were included as explanatory variables. For the partial model (1) 159 below, a squared effect of GP visits was not included due to convergence problems. For the partial 160 models of the form (2) below, quadrupled effects of ambulatory visits and out-of-hours GP visits 161 were included. The zero-inflated model was applied as follows. First, the probability of having at least one bed day/one hospitalization was modeled with 163 a logistic regression model
165
where is the probability of one or more hospitalizations or bed days for an individual i and is 166 the jth covariate derived from the specified explanatory variables. Subsequently, numbers of bed 167 days and hospitalizations were similarly modeled with a log-linear model,
169
where is the number of individuals with at least one bed day or hospitalization. In the 1 ≤ 170 models (2), two observations of bed days and three observations of hospitalizations were omitted as 171 outliers for the analysis of bed days and hospitalizations, respectively.
172
For scenarios in which a specific number of conditions and a specific level of education the prevalence of multimorbidity was 22% (301,757). Table 2 shows the distribution of 187 gender, age, and educational attainment by the number of chronic conditions. The prevalence 188 of both one and two or more chronic conditions was significantly higher for women than for 189 men. Overall, multimorbidity was highest among individuals 65-84 years old, followed by Mean rates of healthcare utilization among people with multimorbidity were much 215 higher than among people with no chronic conditions, by a factor of 1.73 to 9.67, depending 216 on the type of utilization (Table 3) . When comparing people with multimorbidity and those 217 with one chronic condition, rates of healthcare utilization were 1.44 to 4.00 times higher for Gender those with multimorbidity. In both comparisons, the largest between-group difference was for 219 yearly control visits in general practice. Unadjusted and adjusted ORs for all types of 220 healthcare utilization were significantly higher (p<0.001) among people with multimorbidity, 221 compared with people with zero or one chronic condition. Unadjusted ORs for healthcare 222 utilization for people with multimorbidity were 1.65 to 11.76 times higher than for people 223 with no chronic conditions and 1.31 to 3.15 times higher than for people with one chronic 224 condition ( Table 3) . Adjusted ORs for healthcare utilization for people with multimorbidity 225 were 1.86 to 6.70 times higher than for people with no chronic conditions and 1.44 to 2.94 226 times higher than for people with one chronic condition (Table 3) . Among people with multimorbidity, utilization of hospitalizations increased 233 approximately linearly with the number of chronic conditions. In Fig. 1A , hospitalization rates one to six or more chronic conditions (Fig 2) . Hospitalizations were more frequent in 257 individuals with shorter education, compared with those with longer education. For bed day 258 utilization (Fig 3) , individuals with no education exhibited the highest estimated utilization 259 rates, regardless of the number of chronic conditions. Denmark. In this study we were able to obtain a medical diagnosis for all diseased adults in the 275 Capital Region aged 16 and above using algorithmic diagnoses for 16 conditions. This contrasts 276 with studies using register-based diagnoses that only included patients who had had a hospital 277 admission or were affiliated with an outpatient clinic. Although the 16 selected conditions do not 278 represent the full spectrum of chronic disease, they include highly prevalent chronic conditions. A similar study from Scotland [33] included 40 conditions and revealed an age-stratified pattern of 280 prevalence of chronic conditions nearly identical to that of the data reported here [7, 33] . This 281 suggests that the 16 included diagnoses in this study encompass all conditions and combinations of 282 conditions that are predominant at the population level.
283
The prevalence of multimorbidity in our study was 22% [7] . Females had a 10% 284 overrepresentation among individuals with multimorbidity (Table 2) . However, in this study the 285 overrepresentation of women among multimorbid individuals cannot be explained by the longevity 286 of women alone: The frequency of multimorbidity within each one-year age group was consistently 287 higher for women than men from 68 years to 100 years of age, the difference increasing with age.
288
This finding is consistent with previous results across healthcare systems and geography [34] [35] [36] .
289
Eighty percent of the study population and 45% of individuals with multimorbidity were younger 290 than age 65 ( Table 2 ). The study of multimorbidity is often confined to adults aged 65 and up [19, 291 37-39]. However, younger individuals with multimorbidity who survive will age into this group and 292 can be expected to have higher lifelong healthcare utilization. In fact, we observed that, compared 293 to age-similar individuals without chronic conditions, younger multimorbid individuals had a 294 relatively higher rate of bed day utilization than did older individuals with multimorbidity This 295 finding highlights the importance of understanding chronic illness and healthcare utilization of 296 younger multimorbid persons.
297

Utilization vs. number of conditions 298
The consistency of increases in healthcare utilization for individuals with multimorbidity, 299 compared to those without chronic conditions, is remarkable ( CI, 6.64 -6.76) for GP visits. A similar but less pronounced pattern was seen when comparing 313 multimorbid individuals to those with one chronic disease (Table 3 ). These results demonstrate that 314 the impact of multimorbidity on healthcare utilization applies to a range of services and varies 315 relatively little. Healthcare utilization rates were 2-4 times higher than those for people without 316 chronic conditions. The direct relationship between the number of chronic conditions and healthcare 317 utilization is well-documented in the literature [14, 23, 24, 40, 41] , but, to the best of our 318 knowledge, the impact of multimorbidity on a broad spectrum of healthcare utilization has not been 319 documented previously.
320
The approximately linear relationship between frequency of hospitalizations and the number 321 of chronic conditions depicted in Fig. 1A also applies to the relationship between bed days and the 322 number of chronic conditions in Fig. 1B for five or fewer conditions. When the number of 323 conditions increases to six or more, the utilization of bed days increases by a factor greater than the 324 impact of a single additional condition. The overall utilization pattern is that each condition 325 corresponds to 0.24 hospitalizations and 0.92 bed days, while the length of each hospitalization is 326 longer for individuals with six or more conditions. The slope of the curve for six or more conditions increases twofold to 1.84 ( Fig 1B) . The fact that the regression coefficient no longer explains the 328 frequency of bed days per chronic condition leads us to define individuals with six or more 329 conditions as high utilizers; they make up 0.87% of the population but account for 7.29% of bed 330
days. An earlier Danish study found that 5% of the population with chronic conditions accounted 331 for 45% of healthcare expenses [42] . This finding is in line with a large US study that showed that 332 5% of high utilizers accounted for up to 47% of healthcare costs [43] . A recent German study 333 reported two subgroups of high utilizers: the oldest patients who suffered from severe 334 multimorbidity and younger elderly patients with psychiatric or psychosomatic conditions [40] .
335
Future research is required to examine characteristics and utilization of the high utilizers identified 336 in this study.
337 Fig 1A shows a decline in utilization between nine and ten or more conditions. A possible 338 explanation is that individuals with a very high disease burden have higher mortality, while those 339 who survive have lower healthcare utilization than expected. Only 43 individuals had ten or more 340 diagnosed conditions, and small sample size effects may also contribute to this finding.
341
Socioeconomic status 342 We found that the prevalence of multimorbidity decreased with increasing educational 343 attainment, revealing a pronounced and statistically significant inverse socioeconomic gradient.
344
This is consistent with previous findings [7] .
345
To study the impact of multimorbidity on healthcare costs, we adjusted data for proxy costs 346 for different educational attainment groups with varying profiles in terms of age, gender, other 347 healthcare utilization and level of multimorbidity. When adjusted for these effects, as described in 348 the methods statistical section, a clear inverse social gradient in hospitalization utilization appeared 349 (Fig. 2) . Adjusted hospitalization utilization decreased as the level of educational attainment 350 increased, generally irrespective of the number of chronic conditions. However, adjusted bed-day Generally, data from the Danish national registers provide complete information about healthcare 377 system contacts, are of high quality and reliability, and are used extensively in research [25, 47] . As 378 a general population-based study, our findings reflect the actual situation in a real-world setting.
379
Based on register data, our study was free of recall bias and there was no loss of follow up.
380
Several limitations of our study deserve consideration. conditions may be underestimated [48, 49] . In addition, we were not able to include healthcare 386 services provided in the municipalities. Scarce register data exist for municipality services; existing 387 data are not well defined and thus not useful for research purposes. Inclusion of the data on 388 utilization of community healthcare services would likely have helped to generate a more complete 389 picture of healthcare utilization related to multimorbidity. Finally, 6% of our population did not 390 have information on educational attainment. This information appeared to be missing at random, 391 except for individuals aged 91 years and above; Danish administrative registers only contain 392 information on education for individuals born since 1921 [31] . However, this group contained few 393 individuals, and we estimated the effect of these missing data to be minimal and possible changes in 394 parameter estimates therefore very small.
395
Comparison to other studies on multimorbidity in populations should be performed with 396 care. Varying definitions of multimorbidity (i.e., two or more chronic conditions), included 397 conditions, and data collection methods render comparisons difficult. However, these challenges 398 may be overcome for large studies [33] . 
